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Case Study - Kromatix Colored Solar Glass 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Problems: 
 
Black is the best absorber of solar irradiance. Hence, current solar technology is 
predominantly produced in black or dark blue colors. Black PV are typically installed 
on the rooftops or at locations least visible to the public, due no less to its lack of 
appeal as any decorative or architectural element. Black PV are therefore installed 
with the sole purpose of generating solar energy. As of now, almost all solar 
installations, whether at the rooftops or at the solar farms, are deployed based entirely 
on its commercial value and returns on investment.  
 
Due to the national agenda to diversify the energy source from the grid to decentralised 
energy, each building is ultimately expected to produce their own solar energy and 
become a standalone powerhouse, producing sufficient energy for its own 
consumption.  
 
However, there are limited rooftop space for whole demand power requirement. Not 
many buildings are able to produce sufficient solar energy to offset all its energy 
requirement. Hence, there is a large movement towards adopting solar PV at the 
facade or vertical surface of the buildings. This is expected to add a very substantial 
amount of tenable space for solar adoption and it is therefore expected, together with 
the rooftop solar, to contribute significantly towards the requirement for buildings to be 
self-sufficient in energy consumption. 
 
The Singapore’s Photovoltaic Roadmap 2014 recommended a particular form of solar 
adoption known as building integrated photovoltaic or BIPV.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The barrier to BIPV adoption 
 

 
 
 
BIPV shall be used not just as a solar PV but it must have at least an additional function 
as a building material, whether as a glass infill, or as a ventilated glass cladding in lieu 
of aluminium or stone cladding.  
 
The current black PV is unable to effectively displace glass, aluminium or stone 
cladding as an attractive architectural product. In order for BIPV to take effect as a 
building material, black PV need to be morph into multi-colored PV so that they can 
blend nicely into the built environment as glass or glass cladding in addition to 
functioning as a solar panel.  
 
It is technically possible to install a layer color coated glass filter over the black PV to 
transform it from black to multi-colors. However, the biggest setback for placing any 
filter over the black PV is that the overall efficiency will drop from 16% to well below 
5%. The great reduction in power efficiency renders colored solar PV completely 
untenable for BIPV applications. 
 
Beside, there is a significant drop of 30 to 40% in power efficiency when PV are 
installed vertically position instead of at the certain angle. Hence in order for BIPV to 
effective, the colored PV must be as powerful as the black PV. This means that colored 
PV must go against the science of solar absorption and must not be adversely affected 
by the colored coating. 



 
Colored PV used to cost many times more than the cost of the black PV. This is one 
of the major obstruction to widespread BIPV adoption.  
 
 
The Challenges 
 
For BIPV to take traction, PV technology are expected overcome the following barriers: 
 
 1. Must morph from black to attractive colors 
 2. Must maintain efficiency at the same level as black (16%).  
 3. Must be competitive with the cost of the building material it replaces. 
 
These challenges must be met with new technological breakthrough. 
 
The Solutions: 
 
Kromatix Color coated glass is produced with special deposition technology designed 
to reflect the prescribed color spectrum while the same time admit maximum visible 
light to excite the black solar to perform to its maximum efficiency. It is a technology 
which will enable black solar cell of whichever technology to morph into colorful solar 
modules without substantial reduction. The current efficiency of Kromatix Colored 
Solar Glass is 16% based on c-SI cell.  
 
When used as a spandrel glass in a curtain wall, it blend beautifully with the vision 
glass while at the same time functioning as a BIPV. It can be installed directly over a 
solid wall as a ventilated glass cladding, replacing or displacing traditional aluminium 
or stone cladding.  
 
In most applications the cost of the Kromatix can be effectively neutralised with the 
sunken cost of the building material it replaces.  
 
Test-bedding and Results 
 

 
 



8 modules of Kromatix Solar Glass each 260wp was installed at the rooftop at a site 
in Singapore facing South West.  
 
The rated power output is 260X8 = 2008wp or 2kw  (STC) 
 
Daily output expected  2kwx4 (sun/hours) x0.75 (power loss) =  6kwh 
 
The system monitored and the data is recorded by SMA Sunny portal on a daily basis. 
In a good day, the daily output exceed 8 kWh. 
 



 
Conclusion 
 
This confirm that Kromatix Colored solar modules have met and exceeded the 
prescribed expectation.  
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